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OH-GWM 
 

Odor Hound™ 
Gel Wall Mount 

ITEM #(S) OH-GWM 

DESCRIPTION Odor Hound Gel Wall Mounts for 8 fl. oz. Odor Hound Gel canisters allow customers to 
place Gels out of the way and in prime odor-eliminating areas. 

SIZE(S) Each Gel Wall Mount holds one 8 fl. oz. Odor Hound Gel 

COMPONENTS Plastic wall mount with double-sided adhesive strip attached 

CONSTRUCTION 

Odor Hound Gel Wall Mounts each hold one 8 fl. oz. Odor Hound Gel canister. Each 
mount has a hole in the bottom, so users can see if Odor Hound Gel is still active or if it 
is depleted. The unit has two pre-drilled screw holes so users can install the Gel Wall 
Mount on a wall or other hard surface with screws if they choose not to utilize the 
included double-sided adhesive strip. There are NO screws included with the unit. 

COLOR(S) White 

MATERIALS Plastic holder, double-sided adhesive strip 

PACKAGING 
Packaged 6 units to a case (we do NOT break cases). Cases are 9” x 6” x 7.5” cardboard 
boxes. Each unit is packaged within the case in a 4.5” x 4.25” x 2.25” cardboard box. 
Each unit comes with a double-sided adhesive strip and mounting instructions. 

WEIGHT One case (6 units) weighs 3 pounds (0.5 pounds per unit) 
PRIMARY COUNTRY 

OF ORIGIN USA 

BRAND Odor Hound 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS Unlimited shelf life, clean surface before mounting, mount 7 feet above floor but no 
closer than 1 foot from ceiling 

DIFFERENTIATOR(S) 

Designed specifically for Odor Hound Gel 8 fl. oz. canisters, gives customers the 
opportunity to conveniently and discretely mount a Gel in prime areas for odor 
elimination, allows customers to see when Odor Hound Gel canister needs to be 
replaced, comes with double-sided adhesive strip. 

CASE PACK STANDARD CASE: 6 units per case MASTER CASE: 6 units per case 

PALLET QUANTITY 252 cases of 6 units 

OTHER Vendor is OMI. 


